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Small-batch Baking

2004

a variety of simple recipes for baking are offered to provide just enough for one or two persons

Baking for Two

2016-11-22

perfect for aspiring bakers master a range of baking techniques without creating massive amounts to
be consumed or left to go stale

Yoga Made Easy

2022-10-11

your go to guide for scaled down baked goods that are downright delicious from dainty cakes to
small scale batches of cookies to the perfect pies and tarts for two mike johnson s incredible
collection of small batch recipes is sure to be a staple in your household whether you re baking for a
small household trying to limit leftovers or are looking to spend less time in the kitchen and more time
enjoying your baked confections mike has got a recipe for you with options like loaf pan funfetti sheet
cake fluffernutter blondies chocolate pecan skillet cookie for two pumpkin crumb cake muffins maple
bacon scones no bake vanilla bean cheesecake bars mini mixed berry hand pies carrot cake cupcakes
garlic knots for two small batch fudge brownies when you need a treat for an intimate gathering
have a last minute craving for sweets or are just looking for the perfect bite or two this book is
your one stop shop for delicious baked goods that will satisfy any craving without leaving you
with a surplus of snacks

Simple Small-Batch Baking

2011

where variety and small results deliciously mix

The Gluten-Free Baking Book

2023-07-27

in this exquisitely crafted book sarah clyne invites you to discover the magic of small batch baking
where every recipe is thoughtfully scaled down to perfection whether you crave sweet indulgence or
savory satisfaction this book is your ultimate guide to creating delectable treats in charming
miniature portions why small batch bakes is a must have a world of flavors one small batch at a
time with over 60 meticulously curated recipes this book offers a diverse range of sweet and savory
options ensuring there s something to please every palate from luscious cupcakes to savory hand pies
the possibilities are endless perfectly portioned pleasure say goodbye to leftovers and waste each
recipe is thoughtfully crafted for smaller quantities allowing you to enjoy fresh perfectly portioned
treats without any excess master the art of small batch baking whether you re a novice baker or a
seasoned pro sarah clyne s clear and concise instructions make it easy for you to achieve bakery
worthy results her expert tips and tricks will elevate your baking skills to new heights indulgence
without guilt small batch bakes features healthier alternatives for those looking to savor guilt
free desserts explore wholesome ingredients and mindful baking techniques that don t compromise on
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taste celebrate every occasion from intimate celebrations to simple everyday joys the book includes a
dedicated chapter for small batch baking on special occasions make every moment memorable with
personalized treats made from the heart creativity unleashed unleash your culinary creativity with
mini versions of classic favorites and unique flavor combinations the book also looks into
international influences letting you explore a world of miniature delights beyond baking small batch
bakes goes beyond just recipes offering invaluable insights into running a small baking business and
spreading joy through homemade gifts from the kitchen sarah clyne s passion for baking shines through
every page of small batch bakes her dedication to providing a delightful and accessible baking
experience makes this book a must have for anyone with a love for the art of baking indulge your
cravings share the joy and elevate your baking game with small batch bakes baking book cooking for
beginners for pros for one for two order your copy today and unlock a world of bite sized bliss

Small Batch Bakes

2011-02-15

in this age of singles couples and otherwise smaller households small batch baking is an idea that s in
step with the times the dallas morning news no one can resist the allure of home made chocolate
desserts but when recipes yield a full dozen or more we often eat more than our serving size in small
batch baking for chocolate lovers acclaimed food writer debby maugans solves the problem by
crafting irresistible chocolate recipes perfectly suited for two featuring more than 120 cookie cake
pie tart muffin and scone recipes over the top and lavishly loaded with chocolate of all kinds nuts
candy bars and flavors ideal for the single guy or gal small family retiree or bride to be there s a
dessert in this book for every occasion a fool proof birthday chocolate cake recipe a chocolate
orange tart for valentine s day or when you re in the mood for a little self indulgence a chocolate
souffl� sized for one your sweetheart and your waistline will thank you

Small-Batch Baking for Chocolate Lovers

2017-03-30

delicious and decadent small yield baking recipes this fantastic collection of small batch baking
recipes offers sweet satisfaction and simple preparation they re perfect for a variety of occasions
whether it s baking some after school treats for the kids a treat to be enjoyed in a household of two
or it s one of those days where you just feel like a sweet indulgence that can be enjoyed after a
challenging day there s nothing like brownies bars squares cookies muffins cakes and pies fresh from the
oven they re the ultimate comfort food and welcome any time of the year whether you re a novice or
longtime baker these fully tested mouth watering recipes will help you appreciated how easy and
satisfying baking can be even in small quantities discover many familiar recipes as well as new ones
that are sure to create warm memories for you your family and friends there are nearly 50 cookie
recipes to choose from and they include favorites like chocolate chip pecan cookies and whipped
shortbread cookies as well as new classics like fabulous florentines and cranberry almond biscotti
bars and squares like cappuccino brownies cranberry orange apricot bars and crunchy caramel almond
squares are the perfect lunch bag or afternoon coffee goody quick breads loaves shortcakes and
coffee cakes like fruit scones blueberry brunch cake and strawberry shortcake banana layer cake no
bake raspberry cheesecake and lemon yogurt cupcakes are just some of the recipes featured in the mini
cakes cupcakes and cheesecakes section savor fresh and fruity pie recipes from dutch apple pie and
lemon custard tart to peach pie whatever your taste or occasion you re sure to find a recipe that
will inspire you to bake for you or two

175 Best Small-Batch Baking Recipes

2023-04-11
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indulge in the delectable world of small batch baking with delicious small batch baking satisfy your
cravings with quick easy savory recipes this book features a collection of scrumptious savory
recipes that are perfect for satisfying your cravings without overindulging whether you re a
seasoned baker or a beginner this book offers a variety of quick and easy to follow recipes that will
have you creating mouth watering treats in no time from savory bread and quiches to mini pies and
tarts these small batch recipes are perfect for a cozy night in or entertaining guests this book is
designed to be optimized for bakers of all levels so even if you re short on time or have limited kitchen
equipment you can still enjoy the delicious flavors of homemade baked goods with helpful tips and
tricks you ll learn how to achieve perfect results every time so why wait grab a copy of delicious
small batch baking satisfy your cravings with quick easy savory recipes and indulge in the flavorful
world of small batch baking your taste buds will thank you

Delicious Small Batch Baking

2022-08-25

accessible easy baking for singles small households students or anyone who likes to bake a lot baking
recipes typically serve large groups of people perfect for a party a celebration a crowd but what
about when you just want one cookie and you don t want to spend the money on making a big batch or
don t have the people to share them with sometimes you just don t want to be faced with leftovers
you need to eat for the rest of the week enter small batch bakes great for singles small households
students or anyone who likes to bake a lot the recipes serve one two four or six and are
predominately sweet but also include savory varieties that would be perfect for a lunch or
impromptu picnic the skill level is naturally on the easier side and equipment needed kept to a minimum
something that will be welcomed by many people baking just for themselves the lone dweller in need of
the balm that only a freshly baked biscuit can provide is faced with a most unsatisfactory choice do
without or make a batch big enough to keep a huge hungry household happy nigella lawson cook eat
repeat

Small Batch Bakes

2022-01-18

satisfy your cake cravings with scaled down recipes everyone will love the small batch snacking cake
cookbook is packed full of recipes that are quick to prep big on taste and only use simple ingredients
meaning anytime is cake time you ll create 75 small cakes each has 10 servings or less that are
perfect for breakfast grab and go sweetening up after school snacking or simply celebrating that it s
tuesday what sets this cake book apart from other dessert cookbooks build your small cake kitchen
gather basic equipment tools and the ingredients you should always have on hand before you even
think to hit the preheat button master cake making basics these perfect little snacking cakes are easy
to make especially with the included tips on how to prep your pans hone your mixing technique check
for doneness and more find your cake fast recipes are organized by main flavors occasion and dietary
requirements to help you satisfy your craving quickly and easily create just the right amount of no
occasion cake to satisfy your sweet tooth using these delicious small batch recipes

Small-Batch Snacking Cake Cookbook

2022-09-27

low carb small batch big flavor fill your home with the irresistible aroma of freshly baked cookies
all while remaining on a keto diet dive into the world of low carb small batch baking with this keto
baking cookbook of flavorful and perfectly portioned recipes 60 delicious recipes from flaky buttery
hand pies to rich melt in your mouth brownies enjoy a wide variety of baked recipes you won t believe
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are keto friendly master small batch baking keep your keto baking skills on the rise with tips on the
best flours small batch baking secrets ways to troubleshoot common issues and more measure twice
bake once stay on track with easy to follow guidelines and recipes that stick to accurate keto
macros bake up healthy portions of tasty treats with this keto cookbook

Small-Batch Keto Baking Cookbook: Perfect Portions of Low-Carb
Breads, Cookies, Cakes, and More

2022-08-14

in this cookbook b� dr joel leo ��u will find 30 �uth�nt�� �nd easy recipes h�w t� m�k� �t h�m�
60 of th� m��t interesting and traditional r������ 4 basic baking methods five weird things you didn
t know about baking b�k�ng is �ur� �h�m��tr� chocolate �h�� cookies were a m��t�k� b�t�h
cooking basic ingr�d��nt� flour �� th� b���� �ngr�d��nt �n ��k�� pastries br��d� and scores
of �th�r b�k�d �r�du�t� it �r�v�d�� the �tru�tur� or fr�m�w�rk �f the f��d d�ff�r�nt types
�f flour �r� used f�r b�k�ng �lth�ugh th� most commonly used �� the all purpose flour since �t
��n be u��d f�r �ll kinds �f b�k�d g��d� f�r ��k�� �t �� b��t t� u�� ��k� fl�ur b���u�� �f
�t� l�ghtn��� �nd low protein ��nt�nt wh�l� br��d fl�ur �� the m��t suitable f�r br��d� du�
t� �t� h�gh �r�t��n ��nt�nt oth�r fl�ur� u��d �n b�k�ng include whole wh��t fl�ur ���tr�
fl�ur etc sug�r fun�t��n� not �nl� �� �w��t�n�r it �� �l�� r����n��bl� f�r making th� ��k�
tender because �t hinders in the hydration of fl�ur which �� necessary �n the development �f glut�n
sug�r �l�� �r�v�d�� the g�ld�n br�wn ��l�r �f ��k�� or br��d� m��t used �� the r�f�n�d
white �ug�r or granulated �ug�r �lth�ugh ��m� r������ call for br�wn �ug�r �nd �v�n
confectioners �ug�r if you �r� �n l�v� with asian f��d and ��u w�nt t� ���k �t h�m� w�k
d��h�� th�� ���kb��k �� for you scroll up �l��k �n bu� �t now �nd get ��ur ���� today

The Essential Small Batch Baking

2021-11-30

learn pastry recipes from professional cook baker bettie i wish i had this book when i started baking it
s not only a collection of amazing recipes but it answers the why to your baking questions gemma
stafford chef author and host of bigger bolder baking 1 bestseller in professional cooking pastry
baking cake baking pies desserts and cookies do you find baking difficult or are you just not sure how it
works this cookbook is your new go to baking book full of pastry recipes and more baking from
scratch can be hard the science of baking is a particular science that requires precise measurements and
steps but with professional cook kristin hoffman aka baker bettie the science behind baking becomes
second nature baker bettie s better baking book is like a lifetime s worth of baking classes this baking
book lays a foundation of basic baking skills and tools for mastering cake cookie pie and pastry
recipes that are sure to boost your baking confidence learn top tips from a professional cook consider
baker bettie s better baking book your at home culinary and baking classes guide this baking book goes
beyond the recipe by teaching the science behind baking from measurements techniques and step by step
processes to directions on how to use base recipes to create endless drool worthy baked goods this
book ensures that you are able to tackle any baking task such as pastry recipes making cakes baking
pies making cookies and cake decorating with confidence in this baking book learn more about the science
of baking from a professional cook foundational baking techniques and mixing methods how to bake
from scratch how master formulas are used to bake a ton of delicious and easy recipes if you enjoyed
books like beginner s baking bible small batch baking or nadiya bakes you ll love baker bettie s better
baking book
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Baker Bettie’s Better Baking Book

2024-04-30

welcome to the delectable universe of tiny treat mighty flavor where each chomp is a festival of
flavor and straightforwardness in our kitchen we accept that beneficial things come in little bundles
with tiny treat mighty flavor we ve culminated the craft of making delicious treats with a perfectly
measured proportion of affection and consideration picture this a comfortable kitchen loaded up with
the smell of newly heated treats biscuits and cakes every recipe carefully created to yield to fulfill
your desires without overpowering your storeroom whether you re a carefully prepared cook
searching for a handy solution or a fledgling anxious to dunk your toes into the universe of baking
our assortment of recipes has something for everybody from exemplary chocolate chip treats to
liberal single serving cakes we take care of you disregard vast extras or squandered fixings with tiny
treat mighty flavor you can prepare a group of treats in a matter of moments ideal for imparting to
friends and family or enjoying all to yourself go along with us on a culinary excursion where little is
certainly powerful and each chomp is overflowing with flavor and satisfaction prepare to go gaga
for baking once more

"Tiny Treat, Mighty Flavor

2015-02-07

dessert for two takes well loved desserts and scales them down to make only two servings who
doesn t love towering three layer cakes with mounds of fluffy buttercream who can resist four dozen
cookies fresh from the oven wouldn t you love to stick your spoon into a big bowl of banana pudding
but what about the leftovers dessert recipes typically serve eight to ten people finding the
willpower to resist extra slices of cake can be difficult the battle between leftover cookies and a
healthy breakfast is over before it starts until now dessert for two takes well loved desserts and
scales them down to make only two servings cakes are baked in small pans and ramekins pies are baked
in small pie pans or muffin cups cookie recipes are scaled down to make 1 dozen or fewer your favorite
bars brownies blondies and marshmallow rice cereal treats are baked in a loaf pan which easily serves
two when cut across the middle newly married couples and empty nesters will be particularly
enthralled with this miniature dessert guide to everyone who lives alone now you can have your own
personal sized cake and eat it too

Dessert For Two: Small Batch Cookies, Brownies, Pies, and Cakes

2024-03-26

from the original small batch baker and author of dessert for two 95 recipes to satisfy any craving
without leaving you with a surplus of sweets since the launch of her popular food blog
dessertfortwo com dessert lovers everywhere have been coming to christina lane for small batch
recipes for their favorite treats her fans will love being able to find the best of her cookies bars cakes
pies puddings and more in one place classic dessert for two this collection features a hand picked
selection of lane s most popular bakes along with 20 never been published recipes a brand new
introduction and gorgeous full color photography lane s familiar friendly voice and clever methods
for scaling down decadent desserts invite readers to step into the kitchen and whip up a perfectly
portioned treat for themselves and a friend or just themselves perfect for new couples living together
empty nesters looking to reduce food waste and anyone with a sweet tooth and eyes bigger than their
stomach this cookbook will surely hit all the sweet spots
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Classic Dessert for Two: Small-Batch Treats, New and Selected
Recipes

2023-04-20

small batch cooking bakingif you re someone who loves to cook and bake but finds yourself
struggling to scale down recipes to serve only one or two people the small batch recipes cookbook is
the perfect solution this cookbook is packed with more than 50 delicious recipes for sweet and
savory items that are designed specifically for small batch cooking with this cookbook you can
satisfy your cravings without wasting ingredients or having to eat the same thing for days on end
one of the great things about the small batch recipes cookbook is that it offers a wide range of
recipes to choose from whether you re in the mood for a sweet treat like mini chocolate chip cookies
or a savory dish like small batch lasagna you re sure to find something that suits your tastes and
because all of the recipes are designed for small batch cooking you can try out a variety of dishes
without worrying about having to eat leftovers for days another benefit of the small batch recipes
cookbook is that it makes it easy to cook for one or two people without sacrificing flavor or
nutrition many of the recipes feature healthy ingredients like vegetables lean protein and whole grains
so you can feel good about what you re eating and because the recipes are designed for smaller
quantities it s easier to control portion sizes and avoid overeating overall the small batch recipes
cookbook is a must have for anyone who loves to cook but struggles to scale down recipes for
smaller households with more than 50 delicious recipes to choose from you ll never get bored of
cooking for one or two people plus the healthy ingredients and easy to follow instructions make it
easy to create delicious meals and treats that you can feel good about so why not add the small
batch recipes cookbook to your collection today and start enjoying all of the benefits of small
batch cooking get you copy of small batch recipes now

Small Batch Recipes

2024-09-17

quick simple and accessible baking for everyone using minimal equipment from great british bake off
winner and sunday times bestselling author edd kimber a brilliant idea for a book and a must have
nigella lawson there are times when nothing but a warm chocolate chip cookie will hit the spot bad
day at work chocolate chip cookie a great day at work chocolate chip cookie the need for an
emergency solitary cookie or two can strike at any time but baking recipes typically serve large
groups which is perfect for a party a celebration or a crowd but not when there s just one or two of
you and you would rather not spend the money on making a big batch or be faced with eating the same
thing all week in small batch cookies edd showed that good things really can come in small packages
for this new book he wants to focus on cookies probably the easiest and arguably most popular kind
of baking there is nothing has quite the allure of a cookie straight out of the oven the classic cookie
is chocolate chip but there is no one single perfect version the variations are endless and range from
double and triple chocolate to dark chocolate and cherry and white chocolate and lemon other less
familiar but no less delicious types of cookie include vanilla peanut butter ginger oat and raisin and
coconut the recipes also include vegan cookies and cookies for those with allergies and intolerances
you re always safe with edd kimber diana henry on one tin bakes easy

Small Batch Cookies

2019-11-22

bake small batch bread loaves to perfection slicing into a homemade loaf of bread is a simple pleasure
one you can now enjoy on a smaller scale with this cookbook inside you ll find a wide range of bread
machine recipes all pared down to produce delicious one pound loaves just enough to ensure every bite
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is always fresh get the best in bread machine cookbooks with meet your bread machine get comfortable
with your bread maker with an introductory guide that covers kneading paddles safety cycles and
settings sweet and savory recipes dive into 75 easy recipes from tackling a classic caraway rye to
shaking things up with a cardamom fig loaf cheat sheets and tips ensure baking success with convenient
cooking charts and troubleshooting advice for those moments when your dough becomes a doh
situation discover the pleasure of small batch baking with this must have bread machine cookbook

Small Batch

2022-04-26

introducing small batch cooking recipes your ultimate guide to crafting delicious artisanal treats in
small quantities dive into a world of culinary creativity with our carefully curated recipes perfect
for when you crave something special without the excess from decadent desserts to savory snacks
each recipe is meticulously crafted to deliver maximum flavor in every bite imagine hosting an intimate
gathering with friends and impressing them with a variety of homemade delicacies all made effortlessly
thanks to small batch recipes picture yourself indulging in a cozy evening at home whipping up a batch
of gourmet cookies just for you and your loved ones to enjoy with our book as your guide the
possibilities are endless don t miss out on the joy of creating and savoring small batch delights order
yours and embark on a culinary trip unlike any other

Small Loaf Bread Machine Cookbook

2024-05-14

the definitive cookbook for savory bakers with flavorful herbs and spices bread pastries premium
cheeses and other small batch baking as a savory baker you can bake your favorites recipes this
cookbook includes tasty recipes for breakfast lunch or dinner additionally try traditional baked
pastries from different cultures such as brazilian po de quejo and chinese lop cheung bao when you
grab copies of this savory baking cookbook you will find savory dinner pies which can be easily made
from scratch using our foolproof techniques or keep things easy by frequently using store bought
dough s and crusts no matter what kind of baker you are the enticing tastes from basic biscuits to
stunning breads will inspire you create the flakiest savory baking recipes for breakfast cookies you ve
ever made along with pies tarts and galettes your new favorite meal will be a flaky galette with
corn tomatoes and bacon or jamaican spiced beef patties or breakfast or snack alternately prepare
pizza chiena an extravagant double crusted italian pie filled with eggs cheeses and cured meats bread
pudding with butternut squash and spinach dresses up the breakfast table while popovers overflowing
with blue cheese and chives spice up dinner and savory pancakes are appropriate at any time pizza buns
loaves and flatbreads additionally make pizza monkey bread for every family member every savory
recipe includes step by step instructions showing you how to stretch pizza dough roll out dough for
pies and galettes shape breads and rolls and more

Small Batch Cooking Recipes

2022-11-20

artisanal jam makers and founders of the celebrated shop kitten and the bear offer over 90 recipes to
create your own sweet world of preserves and baked goods inspired by turn of the century american
apothecaries farmhouse living of the northern east coast and intimate british tea rooms kitten and the
bear is beloved for its cozy feeling of nostalgia blue ribbon collection of signature scones and hand
crafted small batch fruit preserves made using time honoured cooking methods sophie and bobby
artisanal jam makers and co founders of kitten and the bear share a heart warming collection of over
90 recipes to create your own sweet world of glistening jars of jams jellies and marmalades and
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homespun delights from flaky buttermilk scone sand traditional spreads to savoury treats and hand
crafted drinks full of magical flavours and the comfort of home the recipes range from strawberry
raspberry and cream jam sunshine peach jam pink apple and lilac blossom jelly lemon cream marmalade
morning glory scones blueberry crumble scones and orange blossom angel food cake with fresh peaches
to savoury cheese sables with cranberries and walnuts clotted cream and potato quiche lavender
london cream and baked apple toddy refined yet understated the recipes in the kitten and the bear
cookbook were written to create homemade delights using easily accessible ingredients and equipment
you already have in your pantry while offering a thorough lesson in jam making theory and the art of
preserving embracing the fairy tale spirit tradition and sweet world of kitten and the bear the recipes
deliver delicious preserves and baked goods to share and enjoy everyday moments with family and
friends

Savory Baking Cookbook

2024-04-02

you want wholesome and delicious meals but you just don t have the time to prepare them after a
long day at work most slow cooker cookbooks offer recipes for a crowd and there are only two of
you or maybe the two of you plus a baby or toddler and you don t want a whole week s worth of
leftovers taking up space in the fridge this slow cooker cookbook is different the perfect gift for
newlyweds elderly couples or anyone who is too busy to spend hours futzing in the kitchen these
recipes will put just the right amount of home cooked food on your table with shockingly little time
and effort on your part you can trust these recipes because they are collected from some of america
s best home cooks tested in real life settings carefully selected from thousands of recipes learn what
size slow cooker to purchase discover tips for easy prep and cleanup and find scrumptious recipes such
as chicken parmigiana buttery german chocolate fudge taco bean soup white bean and chicken chili
poppy seed tea bread and many more

Kitten and the Bear Cookbook

2018-01-02

a modern take on a beloved tradition the canning kitchen blends the traditions of home preserving with
the tastes of the modern home cook with 101 simple small batch recipes and vivid photography fill
jars with canning classics such as strawberry rhubarb jam and crunchy dill pickles and discover new
classics like salted caramel pear butter bing cherry barbecue sauce and sweet thai chili chutney with
fresh ideas for every season you ll want to keep your canning pot handy year round to make delicious
jams jellies marmalades pickles relishes chutneys sweet and savory sauces and jars of homemade
pantry favourites in addition to year round recipes the canning kitchen includes all the basics you ll
need to get started boost your canning confidence with straight forward answers to common
preserving questions and find out about the canning tools you need many of which you may already
have in your kitchen get tips on choosing seasonal ingredients and fresh ideas on how to enjoy your
beautiful preserves use the step by step checklist to safely preserve each delicious batch leaving you
with just enough jars to enjoy at home plus a little extra for sharing

Fix-It and Forget-It Cooking for Two

2015-06-09

no more wasting unwieldy leftovers pie genius and author of pie style helen nugent has perfectly sized
pie bakes down to a science with her small batch pie hand pie and tart recipes smaller households can
enjoy the magic of pie without waste tempting leftovers or needing extra counter and freezer space and
most importantly hobby bakers can embrace the pleasure of making something delicious for just for
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themselves each taste and occasion is accounted for in these flawlessly portioned uber delicious
bakes indulge in a double crusted blueberry and cardamom pie for two coffee pecan butter tarts or
even savory bites like the roasted squash sage and feta hand pies with these irresistible flavors not
to mention lower food costs less waste and the rewards of baking for oneself home bakers
everywhere will fall in love with these small batch pies

The Canning Kitchen

2025-04

more desserts for two plus brunch lunch and dinner easily adjusted should unexpected guests drop by
just off the success of dessert for two author christina lane is back with a gorgeous full color
cookbook filled with delicious meals for every hour of the day her signature friendly voice invites
readers to try everything from her southern sweet tea fried chicken to a holiday ham perfectly
portioned for whomever is sitting around the table fancy celebration meals appear along with down
home comfort food all accompanied by mouth watering photography recipes include bruleed toasty
oats pimento grilled cheese with fried pickles roasted salmon sheet pan supper perfect filet mignons
with twice baked potatoes rummy oatmeal cookies comfort and joy is an essential book for singles
couples and small families

Small Batch Pies

2015-09-22

tea for two that s what it s all about right so how come every recipe you pick up says serves 4 to
6 or more what do you do when you want macaroni and cheese but don t want to be reheating it for
three nights or a couple of cookies but don t want to be tempted by two dozen sitting on the counter
all week creative cookbook authors and cooks bruce weinstein and mark scarbrough have all the
answers in cooking for two brimming with 120 smaller serving big taste recipes cooking for two
offers cooks familiar favorites such as pastabolognese chicken pot pie and mushroom barley soup as
well as new dishes for today s tastes like pork satay salad and snapper fillets saut�ed with orange
and pecans simply cutting down larger recipes leads to wasted ingredients but bruce and mark have
developed each recipe so you buy only what you need and use all of what you buy instead of opening a
can of vegetable stock only to use three tablespoons use the liquid the dried mushrooms have soaked
in if an onion is too large for a recipe chop a shallot instead the dessert chapters are filled with
cookies puddings and cakes all designed for two servings small batch baking requires strict attention
to detail a regular egg can be too big for a small batch of six cookies so they suggest quail eggs or
the easy to find pasteurized egg substitutes which you can measure out in tablespoons truly a
cookbook for everyday use each recipe is labeled as quick ready in minutes with minimal cooking
moderate requires a bit more preparation or cooking or leisurely perfect for quiet celebrations or
weekend meals to help you decide which dish best fits into your day with ingredient and equipment guides
as well as tips on how to stock your pantry to avoid those there s nothing in the house so let s go
out moments cooking for two will surely become the cookbook you reach for every night of the week
it s just two perfect

Comfort and Joy: Cooking for Two

2011-02-01

the baking bible for beginning bakers the art of baking requires a helping of science a sprinkle of magic
and a whole lot of love and all it takes is a simple recipe and some dependable guidance how to bake
for beginners is the ideal cookbook for beginners welcoming you to the world of baking with easy to
follow recipes and techniques that will have you baking like a pro in no time from scratch to your
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first batch this standout among cookbooks for beginners will show you the ropes of simple baking
techniques like handling eggs mixing batter and making dough learn what tools and ingredients you ll
need for sweet success before putting your new skills to the test with tasty step by step recipes for
cookies cakes pies and more this guide goes beyond other cookbooks for beginners including baker s
dozen the baker s dozen tips include advice on best kitchen practices and need to know baking lingo
unseen in other cookbooks for beginners on the rise unlike other cookbooks for beginners a user friendly
tutorial section will help you master the basics with confidence joy of baking with dozens of
scrumptious sweet and savory goodies you won t need other cookbooks for beginners if you re
looking for cookbooks for beginners but aren t sure where to start how to bake for beginners is your
definitive guide to deliciously easy baking

Cooking for Two

2020-03-03

a modern take on a beloved tradition the canning kitchen blends the traditions of home preserving with
the tastes of the modern home cook with 101 simple small batch recipes and vivid photography fill
jars with canning classics such as strawberry rhubarb jam and crunchy dill pickles and discover new
classics like salted caramel pear butter bing cherry barbecue sauce and sweet thai chili chutney with
fresh ideas for every season you ll want to keep your canning pot handy year round to make delicious
jams jellies marmalades pickles relishes chutneys sweet and savory sauces and jars of homemade
pantry favourites in addition to year round recipes the canning kitchen includes all the basics you ll
need to get started boost your canning confidence with straight forward answers to common
preserving questions and find out about the canning tools you need many of which you may already
have in your kitchen get tips on choosing seasonal ingredients and fresh ideas on how to enjoy your
beautiful preserves use the step by step checklist to safely preserve each delicious batch leaving you
with just enough jars to enjoy at home plus a little extra for sharing

How to Bake for Beginners

2015-06-09

more than 300 recipes from expert and artisan bakers covering breads croissants flatbreads pizzas
and pies foods that demand the perfect crunch from loaves to pastries pizza to pie crusts covers it
all between its elegantly designed covers you ll discover 300 recipes from artisan bakers around the
world gluten free paleo vegetarian and vegan recipes complete how to sections on making your own
dough bread and pizzas with easy to follow instructions helpful tips and techniques from expert
bakers and chefs culinary histories behind your favorite loaves and pastries an illustrated catalog
of more than 100 grains from around the world and throughout time and so much more this cookbook
is the ultimate resource for every level chef and is a keystone addition to your cookbook library
bakers and chefs barbara elisi caracciolo owner of spigamadre bakery in sweden and blogger behind
bread and companatico stephany buswell certified master baker pastry chef instructor at the
international culinary center bakeries 158 pickett street caf� south portland me 400 gradi east
brunswick vic australia amy s bread new york ny barton springs mills dripping springs tx bellegarde
new orleans la boulangerie kennebunkport me boulted bread raleigh nc community grains oakland ca
dante s pizzeria napoletana takapuna ak new zealand deux bakery santa barbara ca flour bakery and
caf� boston ma grain craft chattanooga tn kaufman s bakery delicatessen skokie il king arthur flour
baking school norwich vt la svolta pizzeria hampton vic australia lindley mills graham nc maine
grains skowhegan me metropolitan bakery philadelphia pa oliveto oakland ca otto pizza portland me
pizza pilgrims london england pizzaly preston vic australia polestar hearth bread guelph on canada
scoozi ascot vale vic australia settebello pizzeria napoletana new lynn ak new zealand seven stars
bakery providence ri st viateur bagel montreal qc canada sugar bakeshop charleston sc sugar pie
bakery charleston wv sugaree s new albany ms sweet life patisserie eugene or sweetery anderson sc
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swiss bakery vancouver bc canada tano s pizzeria chicago il theo co pizzeria perth wa australia
winslow s home st louis mo zingerman s ann arbor mi

The Canning Kitchen

2018-03-27

one tin 70 bakes bbc good food best food books of 2020 the guardian best food books of 2020 new
york times best cookbooks of 2020 washington post top cookbooks for 2020 a brilliant idea for a
book and a must have nigella lawson edd kimber s one tin bakes is a dazzler of a baking book using one
simple tin to make utterly enviable cakes gorgeous pies flavour loaded buns and bars that ll have
you swooping in for seconds edd s photography and easy style captures in each recipe a beautiful
immediacy and freshness that made me linger on every page without exception dan lepard whether you
want cookies or cakes pastries or desserts something fruity chocolatey spiced or nutty baking just
got a whole lot easier from praline meringue cake to matcha roll cake peanut butter brookies to
tahini babka buns all you need is just one standard 9 x 13in baking tin varied and versatile requiring
minimal skill and little equipment edd kimber s delicious treats range from simple bakes to slice and
serve to impressive but achievable showstoppers from the author of one tin bakes and small batch
bakes edd kimber shows you how versatile one tin bakes can be a terrifically clever idea one tin seventy
bakes from fabulous cakes cookies and bars to perfect pies and tarts the recipes are accessible and
gorgeous edd really knows how to entice but more importantly he gives clear instructions for
successful bakes a must have in your kitchen helen goh this book is a peek inside the mind of one of my
favorite bakers where creativity with butter and sugar is paired with solid technique and downright
fun edd shares a true world of possibilities all within a 9x13 tin this book is an absolute must have
for every home baker joy wilson i ve been a fan of edd s since he won the bake off not only because of
his recipes but because of his character there are no gimmicks and his passion and energy are contagious
most of all he makes me want to bake his recipes this book is accessible yet elegantly photographed
and you always feel like he is speaking directly to you which is special of course being american i love
a sheet cake and the generosity in these recipes makes me want to go to a picnic or a potluck claire
ptak baking requires skill and perfection and edd s got it mary berry edd kimber brings baking back into
british homes vogue

Crusts

2020-06-25

a baking cookbook from the great british bakeoff contestant ruby tandoh with a focus on charming
flavorful and practical dishes that celebrate the joy of casual baking enjoy the pleasures that
baking has to offer from the exertion of a long knead to the crackle of a loaf cooling on the
countertop crumb presents a simple yet exuberant sort of baking with recipes such as chamomile
vanilla cupcakes rosemary pecan pie fennel seed chile crackers and chocolate lime mud cake that excite
the palate and bring bliss to everyday baking a delight to read as well as to cook from crumb covers
a range of projects from sweet to savory including cakes cookies crackers bread pastries pies tarts
and more this is baking stripped back and enjoyed for its own sake with recipes you ll return to over
and over again

One Tin Bakes

2018-05-15

more desserts for two plus brunch lunch and dinner easily adjusted should unexpected guests drop by
just off the success of dessert for two author christina lane is back with a gorgeous full color
cookbook filled with delicious meals for every hour of the day her signature friendly voice invites
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readers to try everything from her southern sweet tea fried chicken to a holiday ham perfectly
portioned for whomever is sitting around the table fancy celebration meals appear along with down
home comfort food all accompanied by mouth watering photography recipes include bruleed toasty
oats pimento grilled cheese with fried pickles roasted salmon sheet pan supper perfect filet mignons
with twice baked potatoes rummy oatmeal cookies comfort and joy is an essential book for singles
couples and small families

Edibles Made Easy by Mr. Mcgooz

2015-04-28

a guide to muffins cookies cakes quiches biscuits and more meet your new best friend get your copy of
the best and most unique baking recipes from booksumo press come take a journey with us into the
delights of easy cooking the point of this cookbook and all our cookbooks is to exemplify the
effortless nature of cooking simply in this book we focus on delicious methods of baking a baker s best
friend is a complete set of simple but very unique baking recipes you will find that even though the
recipes are simple the tastes are quite amazing a baker s best friend is 6 chapters of baking goodness
with easy baking recipes for muffins cookies cakes cheescakes quiches biscuits so will you join us in an
adventure of simple cooking here is a preview of the delicious baking recipes you will learn simple sugar
muffins whole wheat muffins ivy league muffins oatmeal and cinnamon cookies chocolate cookies
buttery lemon cookies lemon pudding cake yellow vanilla cake cheesecake japanese style maple pecan
cheesecake a quiche of mushrooms and spinach the simplest zucchini quiche i simple buttermilk biscuits
traditional english biscuits much much more again remember these recipes are unique so be ready to try
some new things also remember that the style of cooking used in this cookbook is effortless so even
though the recipes will be unique and great tasting creating them will take minimal effort related
searches baking cookbook baking recipes baking book easy baking cookbook easy baking recipes baking
methods muffin recipes cookbook

Crumb

2015-09-10

take your toaster oven from sidekick to superhero with 100 streamlined recipes that save time and
energy and make your cooking life easier if you ve found yourself only using the toaster oven to
toast bread or heat up leftovers your toaster oven is woefully underutilized now take your
toaster oven air fryer combo from sidekick to superhero with 1200 days streamlined recipes that save
time and energy and make your cooking life easier this cookbook will offer 1200 days simple recipes it
covers toaster easy appetizers like wings empanadas and granola tastier and fresher than store
bought make meals with a range of serving sizes feeding 1 person to as many as 8 embrace the joys of
small batch baking with freeze and bake cookies and scones bake off a couple at a time and they ll
always come out hot and fresh these recipes use easy to find ingredients and require minimal work on
your part just throw everything in your oven machine and let it work its magic whether you have a 1
pound 1 5 pound or 2 pound toaster oven air fryer combo machine these set and forget recipes will
serve as your fail proof foundation for exciting new toaster oven air fryer combo creations

Comfort and Joy: Cooking for Two

2016-10-03

food wine s 28 cookbooks and food books to add to your shelf this fall bon app�tit s 27 best
cookbooks of 2022 from the new york times bestselling author of the book on pie and the fearless
baker a savory baking book for delicious baked goods at any time of day savory baking is the next
best thing to a private baking and pastry class from star food stylist and baking expert erin jeanne
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mcdowell given in her signature fun and reassuring style not only are each of her recipes intensely
crave able they also offer inventive inspirations and variations for endless out of the box
customizations and more flexibility take her buttermilk biscuits for instance which comes together in a
single bowl you can cut them in different shapes erin prefers squares so there s no scrap dough left
and she suggests adding cheese or fresh herbs or bacon for bolder flavor or substituting the
buttermilk with sour cream or cr�me fraiche for a je ne sais quoi tang or adding her green chile gravy
when serving or make a monkey bread made of biscuit dough or chapters span all day and night for
freshly baked goods whenever the mood strikes easy and essential bakes stovetop savories yeasted
doughs pizzas flatbreads and stuffed breads pastries snacks bites and apps pies and tarts and for
those who can t shake the sugar there are sweet tooth breaks throughout with erin s can do
encouragement expert tips and prep school features to get you equipped with basic techniques
throughout this sweeping and beautifully photographed guide to savory baking will exponentially
expand your savory baking repertoire with a ton of delicious fun

A Baker's Best Friend

2021-08-02

1200 KBS Toaster Oven Air Fryer Combo Cookbook

1973

The Home-baking Cookbook

2022-10-11

Savory Baking
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